The New Originalism
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No version of originalism is going to be completely new. As a method of constitutional interpretation in the United States, originalism has a long history. It has been prominently advocated from the very first debates over constitutional meaning. At various points in American history, originalism was not a terribly self-conscious theory of constitutional interpretation, in part because it was largely unchallenged as an important component of any viable approach to understanding constitutional meaning. Originalism, in its modern, self-conscious form, emerged only after traditional approaches had been challenged and, to some degree, displaced.¹

At least initially, let me offer a fairly basic definition of originalism. Originalism regards the discoverable meaning of the Constitution at the time of its initial adoption as authoritative for purposes of constitutional interpretation in the present. A number of variations on this basic theory are possible and have been advocated over time. The new originalism offers a different variation on this basic theory than the old originalism. The "old originalism" flourished from the 1960s through the mid-1980s. The "new originalism" has flourished since the early 1990s. I should note that my focus here is not on the actions and opinions of judges. Constitutional arguments drawing on evidence from the founding period are one of several forms of argument that can be found in judicial opinions, and judges often make use of that evidence whenever they find it helpful to advancing their position. But I have no particular illusions about the consistency or sophistication of constitutional theorizing on the bench, and judicial rhetoric and behavior is not my primary concern. My focus here is on developments within academic constitutional theory.

I. THE "OLD" ORIGINALISM

The old originalism came to greatest prominence in the 1980s with its explicit embrace by Attorney General Edwin Meese and the nomination of one of its most notable exponents, Robert Bork, to the U.S. Supreme Court in 1987. However, the political and academic debate over originalism was well advanced by then. As the Warren Court's rights revolution became increasingly controversial in the late 1960s, critics of the Court frequently recurred to original intent to ground their disagreement with the Court's innovative rulings. The tension was evident in an exchange between Senator Sam Ervin and Thurgood Marshall during the latter's confirmation hearings in 1967. Unsatisfied with Marshall's
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initial response, Ervin repeated the question: "Is not the role of the Supreme Court simply to ascertain and give effect to the intent of the framers of this Constitution and the people who ratified the Constitution?" Marshall answered, "[y]es, Senator, with the understanding that the Constitution was meant to be a living document."²

As part of Richard Nixon's 1968 "law and order" campaign for president, Nixon repeatedly attacked the Warren Court and its decisions. Nixon prominently pledged to appoint only "strict constructionists who saw their duty as interpreting law and not making law."³ Nixon's idea of a strict constructionist was hardly well defined, but it was clear that he meant judges who would oppose the Warren Court's expansion of individual rights, especially those of criminal defendants. In 1971, Nixon introduced William Rehnquist as a Supreme Court nominee who knew what it meant to "to interpret the Constitution . . . not twist or bend the Constitution in order to perpetuate his personal political and social views."⁴ Rehnquist gave somewhat more specific content to this directive at his 1971 confirmation hearings, explaining that the Constitution should be understood "by the use of the language used by the framers, [and] the historical materials available."⁵ He affirmed to the senators that he would be unwilling "to disregard the intent of the framers of the Constitution and change it to achieve a result that you thought might be desirable for society."⁶

In that same year, Robert Bork published his Indiana Law Journal article that forcefully rejected any alternative to originalism as illegitimate; Bork grounded his critique of judicial activism in moral skepticism. Because "there is no way of deciding these matters other than by reference to some system of moral or ethical values that has no objective or intrinsic validity of its own and about which men can and do differ . . . the judge has no basis other than his own values upon which to set aside the community judgment embodied in the statute."⁷ The only alternative to the judicial assertion of "personal political and social views," was for the judge to "stick close to the text and history, and their fair implications, and not construct new rights."⁸ In this fashion, "value choices are attributed to the Founding Fathers, not the Court."⁹ In 1977, Raoul Berger influentially added to this argument the provocative historical claim that the Fourteenth Amendment had extremely limited legal implications, and the theoretical assertion that originalism was part of the "background of interpretive
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presuppositions” at the time of the founding and therefore constitutionally required. Of course, substantial additional commentary followed.

Several features of originalism were developed during this period. It is important to note that originalism was a reactive theory motivated by substantive disagreement with the recent and then-current actions of the Warren and Burger Courts; originalism was largely developed as a mode of criticism of those actions. Above all, originalism was a way of explaining what the Court had done wrong, and what it had done wrong in this context was primarily to strike down government actions in the name of individual rights. As with a good deal of constitutional theory, originalism was largely oriented around the actions of the U.S. Supreme Court. Thus originalism’s agenda was whatever was on the Court’s agenda. Given the Court’s constitutional agenda during this period, the focus was largely on civil rights and civil liberties.

Strikingly, a core theme of originalist criticisms of the Court was the essential continuity between *Lochner v. New York* and *Griswold v. Connecticut*. It is an intriguing feature of conservative critiques of the Court during this era that they mirror the central critique of the *Lochner* Court favored by the New Dealers in the 1930s: that the justices were essentially making it up and “legislating from the bench.” In words that could have been lifted from Franklin Roosevelt, Nixon on the campaign trail insisted that the justices should be “servants of the people, not super-legislators with a free hand to impose their social and political viewpoints on the American people.” Rehnquist drew this particular lesson from the *Lochner* experience: the Court should not defend controversial rights claims that were not firmly grounded in text and history. His well-known 1976 address against the “notion of a living Constitution” was exclusively concerned with federal judges addressing “themselves to a social problem simply because other branches of government have failed or refused to do so” and substituting “some other set of values for those which may be derived from the language and intent of the framers.” Rehnquist approvingly quoted Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes’s dissent in *Lochner* in support of his general conclusion that the Court must always avoid imposing “extraconstitutional principles” on the
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people. Similarly, on his way to considering “some First Amendment problems,” Bork took a long digression through Griswold, “a typical decision of the Warren Court.” To Bork, the only change from Lochner to Griswold was “in the values chosen for protection and the frequency with which the Court struck down laws,” but both were fundamentally “unprincipled decision[s]” that could not be rendered by a “legitimate Court” and “cannot be squared with the presuppositions of a democratic society.”

The primary commitment within this critical posture was to judicial restraint. Originalist methods of constitutional interpretation were understood as a means to that end. In the context of judicial restraint, originalism seemed useful in two distinct ways. First, originalism was thought to limit the discretion of the judge. As Bork and others repeatedly argued, the central problem of constitutional theory was how to prevent judges from acting as legislators and substituting their own substantive political preferences and values for those of the people and their elected representatives. What was needed was some mechanism to redirect judges from essentially subjective consideration of morality to objective consideration of legal meaning. By rooting judges in the firm ground of text, history, well-accepted historical traditions, and the like, originalists hoped to discipline them. The “political seduction of the law” was a constant threat in a system that armed judges with the powerful weapon of judicial review, and the best response to that threat was to lash judges to the solid mast of history.

Second, originalism was married to a requirement of judicial deference to legislative majorities. Bork admitted that originalism would require that “broad areas of constitutional law . . . be reformulated,” but what he had in mind was that the Court get out of the way of legislative majorities in the many areas “where the Constitution does not speak.” The originalist Constitution, as these writers imagined it, was primarily concerned with empowering popular majorities. As these originalists understood it, the “living constitution” was best realized by the Court “declining to intervene in the political process.” Although this notion of the Federalists as majoritarian democrats may seem historically out of kilter, it was nonetheless a matter of faith that kept the priority on judicial restraint, which was the paramount concern of these originalists. Moreover, to the extent that the primary point at issue was the historical
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foundation for such new-found rights as those being announced by the Court in cases such as *Griswold*, *Roe v. Wade*, and *Stanley v. Georgia*, then the originalists could plausibly conclude that the justices had upset the "Madisonian" balance by leaning in favor of the "freedom of the individual" over the "freedom of the majority."22

A final aspect of originalism during this period was an emphasis on the subjective intentions of the founders. While this might not have actually been a central commitment of many originalists, emphasis was sometimes implied by originalists and became the central concern of critics of originalism.23 In any case, originalists often did speak in terms of attempting "to understand the Constitution according to the intention of those who conceived it," even though they might simultaneously renounce the view that interpreters should attempt to open up the heads of the founders and "look inside for the truest account of their brain states at the moment that the texts were created."24 Perhaps more precisely, this form of originalism can be said to be concerned with the "scope beliefs" and "counterfactual scope beliefs" of the founders regarding "the specific legal implications or effects of (correctly interpreted) constitutional provisions."25 This seems to be the target of Paul Brest's critique of "strict intentionalists," for example, who would "determine how the adopters would have applied a provision to a given situation," as well as Ronald Dworkin's critique of "concrete," and later "expectations," originalism.26

II. THE PASSING OF THE OLD ORIGINALISM

For a number of reasons, some political and some intellectual, the "old originalism" largely passed from the scene by the early 1990s. The political are probably at least as important as the intellectual. If originalism in its modern form arose as a response to the perceived abuses of the Warren and Burger
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Courts, then the advent of the Rehnquist Court made it largely irrelevant. By the late 1980s, Ronald Reagan had significantly changed the complexion of the Court. This is not to say that the Court immediately stopped producing the kinds of opinions to which Rehnquist, Bork, and others had objected, but such opinions did become less common and less extreme. As a reactive and critical posture, the old originalism thrived only in opposition. If the Reagan-appointed Court removed the fuel from the originalist fires, it also created new demands on conservative constitutional theory.\textsuperscript{27} As conservatives found themselves in the majority, conservative constitutional theory—and perhaps originalism—needed to develop a governing philosophy appropriate to guide majority opinions, not just to fill dissents.

Of course, this might mean that having gained a majority, conservative jurists might shed their previous commitment to judicial deference and restraint, perhaps in favor of bolder theories of conservative judicial activism offered by scholars such as Richard Epstein. Certainly there has been some of that, though not as much as one might have imagined. Just as liberal jurists did not turn on a dime once FDR had packed the Court and abandon deferential philosophies, many conservative jurists remain surprisingly attached to a certain rhetoric of restraint.\textsuperscript{28} But control of the judicial majority also creates a need to identify what the Court should be doing in the political system, which the old originalism never really did. It also requires that conservative jurists move beyond their critique of Warren-era rights, where all the originalist energy had been expended but was no longer needed or productive. If conservative originalism was to remain relevant when its raison d'etre was gone, then it would have to change form. Moving beyond the use of originalism to criticize particular judicial decisions also required confronting the difficulties of using originalism as a comprehensive guide to judicial constitutional decisionmaking. Whether or not originalist approaches to constitutional interpretation (on both their historical and restraintist dimensions) could legitimate the outcome in Brown v. Board of Education, for example, was of limited interest as long as the focus was on the legitimacy of the outcome in Roe. Once originalism was embraced as a comprehensive judicial philosophy by the Reagan administration, however, it became imperative to address a wider array of potential implications of the
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\textsuperscript{28} I do not in any way mean to minimize the extraordinary rhetoric of judicial supremacy, especially relative to Congress, that has emerged from the latter Rehnquist Court, but merely to note the historically surprising restraint shown by this Court relative to state governments and the (increasingly awkward) rhetorical continuity in the conservative movement (e.g., the 1996 "End of Democracy" symposium in First Things).
interpretive approach, including getting right with *Brown*. At the same time, to the extent that appeals to originalism are often useful for developing criticisms of the Court, then it could also be expected that conservative control of the Court would encourage the development of a liberal originalist critique. Broadly originalist arguments are widespread and are increasingly common "in liberal and progressive theory."

There are also intellectual reasons for the transition. The theoretical objections leveled at the old originalism were serious ones. Originalists were often not closely engaged in the academic debate and not always clear about their own theoretical claims, and as a consequence, the supporters and critics of originalism did not always grapple as closely as one might like. Nonetheless, some of the objections to originalism struck home. Many of these objections are familiar and I will just briefly note them here. (I do not intend by listing these objections to endorse them as correct. In fact, as I have detailed elsewhere and reference in the footnotes, I think most of these objections are illuminating but ultimately flawed.) First, critics point to methodological problems associated with identifying the specific scope beliefs of the founders, especially the so-called "summing problem" of identifying a "single coherent shared or representative intent" from the "varying intentions of individual framers." They also cite problems with the possible ambiguity of original intent and with identifying the appropriate level of generality at which constitutional principles are to be understood. Moreover, critics claim there are problems of circularity in the justification for originalism and the possibility that the "interpretive intentions" of the founders were non-originalist. Finally, critics of originalism
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argue that there are "dead hand" problems related to the authority of the long-dead founders over present political actors and the potential undesirable outcomes of substantive originalist interpretations of the Constitution.\textsuperscript{35}

A third component of the transition was also related to the theoretical objections to originalism. In 1975, Thomas Grey drew a sharp distinction between "interpretive" and "noninterpretive" approaches to judicial review and constitutional adjudication. In a manner that was largely unremarkable at the time, Grey noted that new criticisms of a type that "have scarcely been heard in the scholarly community for a generation" were being made of the Court's new rights jurisprudence, a criticism based on the claim that "the new developments rest on principles not derived by normal processes of textual interpretation from the written Constitution."\textsuperscript{36} Grey contrasted this "pure interpretive model" of judicial review with what he took to be the view that "tacitly underlies much of the affirmative constitutional doctrine developed by the courts over the last generation," the view that "courts do appropriately apply values not articulated in the constitutional text."\textsuperscript{37} This way of dividing the debate in constitutional theory was embraced by others.\textsuperscript{38} Grey later clarified that although the "purest form of noninterpretive review" was "virtually moribund today," many less dramatic forms of noninterpretive review continued to thrive, as they "claim some connection to the constitutional text, but their actual normative content is not derived from the language of the Constitution as illuminated by the intent of its framers."\textsuperscript{39}

The drawing of this basic distinction helped launch the hermeneutics debate that engulfed constitutional theory, for the central feature of that debate was the contention that "the concept of interpretation is broad enough to encompass any plausible mode of constitutional adjudication." As Grey concluded in the mid-1980s, "[w]e are all interpretivists; the real arguments are not over whether judges should stick to interpreting, but over what they should interpret and what interpretive attitudes they should adopt."\textsuperscript{40} Again, Brest and Dworkin made
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path-breaking contributions in this regard. Brest characterized originalism as a subcategory of interpretivism, since "virtually all modes of constitutional decisionmaking . . . require interpretation. The difference lies in what is being interpreted . . . the interpretation of text and original history as distinguished, for example, from the interpretation of precedents and social values." Relatively, Dworkin argued that "any recognizable theory of judicial review is interpretive in the sense that it aims to provide an interpretation of the Constitution as an original, foundational legal document, and also aims to integrate the Constitution into our constitutional and legal practices as a whole." All theories are really concerned with interpreting "our actual constitutional tradition," and in doing so must integrate "a prior commitment to certain principles of political justice" with "the way the Constitution is read and enforced." Once the question of authority is recognized as inherent in the question of constitutional interpretation, then "the important question for constitutional theory is not whether the intention of those who made the Constitution should count, but rather what should count as that intention.” So-called “noninterpretive” theories merely “emphasize an especially abstract statement of original intentions.”

As Dworkin’s own argument suggested, once constitutional theory embraces a commitment to the interpretation of textual constitution provisions, then a commitment to fidelity to the framers of that constitutional text may be inescapable. The hermeneutics debate enriched our understanding of the interpretive process and the possible arguments regarding the nature of the interpretive process that were available. But ultimately, the commitment to textual interpretation implied a commitment to attempting to understand “what should count as [the founders’] intention.” If “we are all interpretivists” as Grey declared, then we may all also be originalists. But the question remains what “originalism” might mean.

III. THE “NEW” ORIGINALISM

As already suggested, the new originalism is distinct from the old in that it is
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no longer primarily a critique of the Warren Court’s rights jurisprudence. The new originalism is more comprehensive and substantive than the old. It is more concerned with providing the basis for positive constitutional doctrine than the basis for subverting doctrine. Although one criticism of the old originalism was that it seemed too “clause bound” in its approach, the old originalism also held an implicit advantage over many alternative approaches to constitutional adjudication that emerged in response to the Warren Court in that it was equally applicable to the entire constitutional text and did not reduce the Constitution to a handful of clauses or commitments. If Robert Bork was the most prominent originalist of the 1980s, Michael McConnell is undoubtedly the most prominent new originalist. Whereas Bork’s originalism was mostly negative and critical, McConnell’s has been mostly positive. Probably not coincidentally, McConnell’s work has also been far more historical, developing detailed (if controversial) accounts of the original meaning of the Fourteenth Amendment and the First Amendment’s religion clauses. As Randy Barnett has noted, “the past fifteen years has yielded a boon tide of originalist scholarship that has established the original meanings of several clauses that had previously been shrouded in mystery primarily for want of serious inquiry.” This is not to say that all these historical issues are settled. Significant historical controversies remain in many of these areas. At the same time, these are primarily historical debates, which is where originalists claimed the constitutional argument should be. Detailed historical research has tended to replace high-level theoretical arguments, and that research is as likely to focus on the commerce clause, the Second Amendment, the war powers, or the executive power as the “majestic generalities” of the Bill of Rights that concerned the old originalism.

The new originalism is less likely to emphasize a primary commitment to judicial restraint. This is true in both the senses of judicial restraint. First, there seems to be less emphasis on the capacity of originalism to limit the discretion of the judge. Much of the earlier rhetoric of moral skepticism emphasized by Bork and others, and the related concern with disciplining the judge, has been dropped. A closely related theme has received greater attention instead, the “importance of humility in judicial review” and the limited authority of the
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judicial role within the constitutional system. The new originalist would emphasize that “fit is everything” in fulfilling “the judge’s role” in the process of constitutional decisionmaking, but is unlikely to argue that only originalist methodology can prevent judicial abuses or can eliminate the need for judicial judgment.

By the 1990s, originalists, along with other constitutional theorists, were no longer working so clearly in the shadow of the Legal Realists and the fear of judicial freedom, and other interpretative approaches to judicial review were more clearly interpretive approaches that likewise could serve to guide judicial decisionmaking. The justification for originalism is grounded more clearly and firmly in an argument about what judges are supposed to be interpreting and what that implies, rather than an argument about how best to limit judicial discretion. Second, there is also a loosening of the connection between originalism and judicial deference to legislative majorities. Even when arguing against Dworkinian judicial review, Michael McConnell does not exactly sound like James Bradley Thayer in asserting that legislation “can be overturned only when the alleged constitutional violation is tolerably clear” and emphasizing that the “job of the judge is to ensure that representative institutions conform to the commitments made by the people of the past, and embodied in text, history, tradition, and precedent.” Others are clear that a commitment to originalism is distinct from a commitment to judicial deference and that originalism may often require the active exercise of the power of judicial review in order to keep faith with the principled commitments of the founding. The new originalism does not require judges to get out of the way of legislatures. It requires judges to uphold the original Constitution—nothing more, but also nothing less. Together, these two features of the new originalism open up space for originalists to reconsider the meaning of such rights-oriented aspects of the Constitution as the Ninth Amendment or the Fourteenth Amendment’s privileges or immunities and due process clauses. The primary virtue claimed by the new originalism is one of constitutional fidelity, not of judicial restraint or democratic majoritarianism.

Finally, the new originalism is focused less on the concrete intentions of individual drafters of constitutional text than on the public meaning of the text that was adopted. Too much can be made of this shift, but it does carry some
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important implications that should be emphasized. As the founders themselves noted, the constitutional text is meaningless unless and until it is ratified. It is the adoption of the text by the public that renders the text authoritative, not its drafting by particular individuals. This is not to say the history of the drafting process is irrelevant—it may provide important clues as to how the text was understood at the time and the meaningful choices that particular textual language embodied—but it is not uniquely important to the recovery of the original meaning of the Constitution. Similarly, the discovery of a hidden letter by James Madison revealing the “secret, true” meaning of a constitutional clause would hardly be dispositive to an originalism primarily concerned with what the text meant to those who adopted it. The Constitution is not a private conspiracy.

What is at issue in interpreting the Constitution is the textual meaning of the document, not the private subjective intentions, motivations or expectations of its authors. This is not because intentions are irrelevant to textual meaning. It is because textual meaning embodies and conveys intentions. The text is the medium by which we convey intended meaning to an audience. In a sense, the text is a window into the mind of the author, but the point is not to open up the head of the author and see what is inside. The point is to understand as well as possible what was said. Detailed historical information is not always necessary to understand what is being said. One need not know much about the particular author or the circumstances of an authorship of the “exit” sign that hangs in the hallway in order to understand the meaning of the text. Nonetheless, quite a bit of context goes into the meaning and the successful understanding of that text (understanding of English, understanding of the convention of signs in buildings, etc.), and substantially more may be necessary to understand other, more complicated texts. The key point for an originalist, however, is that the meaning of a text derives from the author, not from the reader. An interpreter may succeed or fail in understanding a text, but the original meaning is the meaning to be interpreted.57

Dworkin is quite correct to say that, in a defensible version of originalism, authorial expectations about how the text will be applied are not the important measure of textual meaning. It is entirely possible for a text to embody principles or general rules, and much of the constitutional text does exactly that. The point for an originalist should be to understand those original principles or rules, to understand what principle was entrenched in the Constitution. The scope beliefs that particular drafters might have had about the application of that constitutional principle may be useful to understanding what principle they actually intended to convey with their language, but the textual principle should not be reduced to the founders’ scope of beliefs about that principle. The founders could be wrong about the application and operation of the principles

57. The relationships among authorial intentions, texts, and textual meaning and interpretation are elaborated at length in Whittington, Constitutional Interpretation, supra note 31, at 47–109.
that they intended to adopt. The point of originalist inquiry is not to ask Madison what he would do if he were a justice on the Supreme Court hearing the case at issue. The point is to determine what principle Madison and his contemporaries adopted, and then to figure out whether and how that principle applies to the current case. If the founders gave examples of how they thought the constitutional principle would work in practice, then that is helpful to understanding what the constitutional principle is that they adopted, but it is not dispositive to determining how that principle should in fact be applied. Likewise, it is entirely possible that the principles that the founders meant to embody in the text were fairly abstract. It is also possible that the founders merely meant to delegate discretion to future decisionmakers to act on a given subject matter with very little guidance as to how that discretion should be used or on the substantive content of the principles on which those decisionmakers should act. A properly developed originalism should be open to those possibilities. But originalism would also insist that those are interpretive questions to be discovered through historical investigations. An abstract text may be subject to judicial manipulation, but its meaning is historically determined.\(^{58}\)

These points also suggest what originalists should explicitly admit: interpretation requires judgment. It is not a mechanical process, and interpretive results cannot be rigidly determined. Interpretations can be argued for and justified, and interpreters can be subjected to the discipline of defending their interpretations with reasoning and generally accessible evidence. Originalism cannot eliminate disagreement and controversy in resolving hard questions of constitutional meaning. It is not uniquely capable of preventing judicial abuse or of hemming in judicial discretion. But originalism does point interpreters to the correct forms of evidence and argumentation for understanding constitutional meaning and it does identify a particular (and some would say appropriate) role for the judiciary within the American constitutional system.\(^{59}\) However, originalism is incomplete as a theory of how the Constitution is elaborated and applied over time. Although originalism may indicate how the constitutional text should be interpreted, it does not exhaust what we might want to do and have done with that text.

Constitutional meaning must be “constructed” in the absence of a determinate meaning that we can reasonably discover. The need for construction arises for a variety of reasons. In some cases, the founders simply had not thought of or adequately accounted for contingencies that arise within the course of political practice. In others, the language that the founders used may be unavoidably

\(^{58}\) This meaning of constitutional principles, especially in relation to Dworkin’s arguments regarding abstract intentions, is discussed in Whittington, \textit{Dworkin’s ‘Originalism,’} supra note 33.

\(^{59}\) Originalism also seems consistent with various “modalities” of constitutional argumentations. Certainly originalists would be willing to draw inferences based on the constitutional structure, for example, or employ arguments based on precedent, though such arguments would ultimately be harnessed to some claim about the original meaning of the Constitution. On common modalities of constitutional argumentation, \textit{see Philip Bobbitt, \textsc{Constitutional Fate} 3-119 (1982).}
vague, leaving substantial uncertainties about cases that arise on the margins. Furthermore, even as faithful interpreters we may be limited in our capacity to understand fully what the constitutional commitments of the founders really were and how they might apply to our current concerns. In such cases, where interpretation fails, the Constitution may still be relevant to our deliberations. The text and the values enshrined in the text may be the starting point for our own consideration of how best to structure politics, what fundamental values to recognize, how to compromise important political interests and principles, and what the appropriate limits and purposes of government might be. We construct an effective constitution through our decisions regarding constitutional subject matter. We exercise political judgments as to how best to constitute our political present and future. The founders' Constitution may be the starting point for those considerations, but it may not be able to carry us all the way to the end point of those deliberations. As we make important constitutional decisions in the present, we engage in the constitutional project launched at the founding. However, in doing so we cannot be said to be interpreting their Constitution, because our conclusions do not carry the same authority as theirs do. Certainly, constitutional constructions, as distinct from constitutional interpretations, must be and are made by political actors in and around the elected branches of government. Perhaps they should also be made on occasion by judges, but in doing so, judges are engaging in a political and creative enterprise and cannot simply rely on the authority of interpreting the founders' Constitution.\(^{60}\)

IV. CONCLUSION

It is important to note, in conclusion, a couple of assumptions, and therefore limitations, built into this account of originalism. This account of originalism largely assumes a prior commitment on the part of constitutional theorists, judges, and the nation to constitutional interpretation. It assumes that the constitutional text is authoritative and that the judicial duty in particular is to interpret that text. If we are to interpret, then I believe we must be originalists. The only question left, in this regard, is what being a good originalist requires, which is to say what being a good interpreter requires. But we may not want to interpret. As I have indicated, we may not be able to interpret and may want to do more than interpret, and that is perfectly consistent with originalism. Construction is a necessary feature of constitutionalism, and originalism can accept it as a supplementary theory of constitutional elaboration. But it is possible that, all things considered, we would rather not be bound by our interpretations and the founders' text. We may only want to engage in constitutional construction, and forsake constitutional interpretation. We may, with Brest for example, regard certain judicial precedents or theories of justice as equally authoritative to or

---

even as more authoritative than the original document entitled the U.S. Constitution. But if so, then we should be explicit about it. We may want to engage in a "text-based social practice," but that is not the same thing as being committed to interpretive fidelity.\textsuperscript{61} I believe this remains the central point of disagreement between originalists and their critics.

This account of originalism also assumes that the Constitution should be understood as an act of communication, that it is an intentional text conveying meaning from an author to a reader. While this is the best and most common way of understanding our constitutional text, it is possible to understand it differently. We might, for example, simply regard the text as a national symbol or a convenient "thin" site for organizing our ongoing political disputes.\textsuperscript{62} It may be that authoritative communication (e.g., legislation, contracts, and wills) is not the model we want to use for our constitutional practice and our understanding of the Constitution and the role it should play in our current politics. In that case too, it would no longer make sense to engage in constitutional interpretation, and we would no longer regard original meaning as authoritative. There are reasons why we might not want to make the assumptions that drive our commitment to interpretation, and through it our commitment to originalism, and there are reasons why we would. But the debate in the future over whether we should be originalists would be most productive if it focused on these central questions, for it is on these questions that the new originalism might be distinguished from other schools of thought within constitutional theory.

\textsuperscript{61} I borrow the phrase from Howard Gillman, who bases it on his understanding of Judaism. See also, Noam J. Zohar, Midrash: Meaning through the Molding of Meaning, in Sanford Levinson, Responding to Imperfection (1995).

\textsuperscript{62} The reference is to Mark V. Tushnet, Taking the Constitution Away from the Court (1999).